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My Father's Footprints 2009-12-19
starting with the death of his father and chronicling backwards the author
examines their relationship in order to understand his dad not just as a
father but as a man

Flower of Scotland 1993-01-01
after his parents separate david looks forward to outings with his father
and wonders what has happened when he doesn t arrive for their
customary saturday breakfast

Breakfast with My Father 1980-01-01
for years acclaimed comedian des bishop wanted to write a show about
his father mike bishop was a model and actor who gave up that life to
become a hard working man of the suburbs a good husband a caring
father a responsible citizen still he sometimes talked wistfully about the
glamorous life he might have had all that changed after mike was
diagnosed with terminal cancer in late 2009 his regrets about his fantasy
other life crumbled he cherished his family and they came together to
surround him with love laughter tears and talk lots of talk the insights
that emerged during mike bishop s illness became the show des always
wanted to stage he and his father collaborated on my dad was nearly
james bond a hilarious outrageous and moving celebration of what des
calls the heroics of fatherhood the show has attracted rave reviews and
sell out audiences around the world mike bishop died in february 2011
now des has written a memoir inspired by the stage show by the startling
discoveries he made about his father s background before he died and by
his own realisation of what it means to finally grow up the book is a funny
wise and unforgettable story of a father a son and what really matters

My Dad Was Nearly James Bond 2011-10-04
this book covers the period of time during which the cayman islands were
transformed from an obscure group of three british islands in the
caribbean to the fifth largest financial centre in the world



Poetic Justice 1986
every thing begins with the word of god god speaks everything into
existence with god word and deed go together whatever god says he
does when god said let there be light there was light god s word is
powerful his word can lift up or bring down his word is never weak or
wavering his word is truthful and trustworthy when god speaks
something happens i have heard god speak to me seven times this is a
personal story of my life and ministry with particular focus on my
reaction to the seven times i know that god spoke to me

As I See It 2023-02-28
the book is divided into two major parts the first on husbands and the
second on sons with chapter 1 providing background for both parts
chapter 1 gives a brief description of previous research on husbands and
sons as caregivers it also describes the method used to gather
information for this study from the 60 men interviewed and outlines the
four research questions that guided the study 1 what is it like for a man
to take on a major caregiving role 2 how does he adapt to and cope with
his new functions 3 what are his motivations for taking on this role and 4
what if any meaning does he derive from this caregiving experience first
published in 1997 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company

The Seven Voices of God 2008-10-30
abuse moves in cycles when you re born into it you know nothing else
kindness warmth and love are foreign to you it scares you even though
you long for it when you escape abuse it s all you seek because it s all
you know deidre ann lived through these cycles starting with an abusive
childhood in victoria british columbia with four siblings she often faced
the brunt of her father s physical and emotional trauma and her mother s
lack of affection due to her own abusive relationship and depression such
a childhood rocketed deidre ann to the streets of victoria seeking a way
to forget her past and present through drugs alcohol and prostitution
with a few prison sentences under her belt her heart and mind began
longing for that break in the cycle her friends were moving on and she
found herself growing and seeking new experiences to make her feel
whole yet her childhood life followed her leading her to complex
relationships that ended with more physical and emotional abuse



towards her but now her two daughters with confessions from her
children deidre ann relived her experiences with her father and could not
fathom putting her children s lives down the same path she faced she
snapped and was charged with aggravated assault in 2003 with three
years in prison forced to face her demons with her prison sentence
deidre ann begins to come to terms with her past as she searches for her
true self while creating a new life for her and her daughters poisoned
mind the true story of deidre ann is a powerful memoir that breaks the
stigma behind addition and prostitution serving as a life lesson to those
facing abusive cycles of their own

Men Giving Care 2019-05-30
a rosetta stone for understanding donald trump s style mindset and
every action made up of over one hundred interviews with his closest
associates and adversaries over the last 15 years to his critics donald
trump is an impulsive undisciplined crackpot who accidentally lucked into
the presidency but in the method to the madness reporters allen salkin
and aaron short reveal that nothing could be further from the truth this
objective nonpartisan oral history shows that trump had carefully
planned his bid for the presidency since he launched what many
considered to be a joke candidacy in 1999 between 2000 and 2015 when
he announced his candidacy in the lobby of trump tower he was able to
identify an unserved political constituency hone a persuasive message
that appealed to their needs and deliver it effectively despite intense
media opposition through candid conversations with more than 100
subjects close to the president salkin and short make the case that
donald trump s ostensibly erratic approach to politics is consistent with
his carefully honed personal and professional style of information
gathering opinion seed planting and conclusion sharing his business
media and political dealings from this era serve as a guide for
understanding the man his mindset and his every action the method to
the madness is an accessible and unbiased oral history that brings
readers into the private rooms where decisions are made confidences are
broken strong words fly and not all eye witnesses see the same scene in
quite the same way full of scoops both large and small this is the first
book to bring trump the politician into focus

Poisoned Mind 2022-05-12
perfectly timed for father s day this collection of hilarious stories by some



of the brightest and most outrageous bloggers celebrates the joys and
otherwise of fatherhood

The Method to the Madness 2019-07-09
enjoy some family and children s vignettes that you wished you had
remembered to write down let this collection stir your memory into
stating oh i wish i had taken the time to write that down life s vignettes
taps our memories from early childhood through adulthood it touches on
interesting incidents occurring in homes work and army it stimulates the
thought that i could do the same thing

Things I Learned about My Dad 2008
samuel jarvel matthews kyle was born march 8 1980 to the parents gloria
and walter lee kyle in vicksburg mississippi as a young child he was
humble and very wise he attended mc call senior high school tallulah ha
he later finished his education at job corps in st louis missouri there he
earned his high school diploma and a associate degree in administration
he also was a member of the navy virginia as years passed he had a
passion for writing he would write day and night he had a brilliant mind
the words and ideas he came up with was amazing his face would light
up whenever he talked about his stories or any ideas he had writing was
his life his pride and joy it was his sanity

Life's Vignettes 2009-11
in this powerful memoir charles dew one of america s most respected
historians of the south and particularly its history of slavery turns the
focus on his own life which began not in the halls of enlightenment but in
a society unequivocally committed to segregation dew re creates the
midcentury american south of his childhood in many respects a boy s
paradise but one stained by lost cause revisionism and worse by the full
brunt of jim crow through entertainments and educational books that
belittled african americans as well as the living examples of his own
family dew was indoctrinated in a white supremacy that at best was
condescendingly paternalistic and at worst brutally intolerant the fear
that southern culture and the hallowed white male brotherhood could
come undone through the slightest flexibility in the color line gave the
jim crow mindset its distinctly unyielding quality dew recalls his father in
most regards a decent man becoming livid over a black tradesman



daring to use the front and not the back door the second half of the book
shows how this former confederate youth and descendant of thomas
roderick dew one of slavery s most passionate apologists went on to
reject his racist upbringing and become a scholar of the south and its
deeply conflicted history the centerpiece of dew s story is his sobering
discovery of a price circular from 1860 an itemized list of humans up for
sale contemplating this document becomes dew s first step in an
exploration of antebellum richmond s slave trade that investigates the
terrible but to its white participants unremarkable inhumanity inherent in
the institution dew s wish with this book is to show how the south of his
childhood came into being poisoning the minds even of honorable people
and to answer the question put to him by illinois browning culver the
african american woman who devoted decades of her life to serving his
family charles why do the grown ups put so much hate in the children

The English and Scottish Popular Ballads
1890
the lion within is an autobiography t l sears takes you on the road trip of
her life jump on in and buckle your seat belt you ll make stops in new
york and los angeles then she will take you overseas to korea and
afghanistan along the way she deals with love pain death and struggle
her faith is tested she looks death in the face some of the things you will
encounter you won t want to believe be happy you didn t have to
encounter them first hand because turning the pages of t l sears life
weren t as easy for her as it is for you this is a must read you won t want
to put the book down once you start

Homemade Sin 2011-02-19
wall street journal bestseller usa today bestseller really an interesting
read would make a great christmas gift get your copy of the return trump
s big 2024 comeback donald j trump 45th president of the united states
the return is a fantastic political analysis of what very well may be taking
place in the not too distant future dick morris is a 1 new york times
bestselling author who is also a true political pro great book get it now
donald j trump 45th president of the united states the trump revolution
cannot succeed without trump will he run in 2024 you bet he will will he
be the gop nominee absolutely will he win the election yes new york
times bestselling author dick morris is a winning presidential strategist
and the man time magazine dubbed the most influential private citizen in



america in his new book the return trump s big 2024 comeback lays out
trump s secret plan to return to the oval office in 2024 since 2016 dick
morris has been a behind the scenes adviser to donald trump playing a
key role in trump s surprise 2016 win for the first time dick morris reveals
president trump s strategy to win in 2024 and yes he s running the
stakes for the next elections could not be higher president trump knows
the future of america rests on his shoulders morris says bluntly morris
explains that we cannot repeat 2020 and we can t let the democrats get
away with it again or america is lost he provides the road map that trump
is prepared to implement in his effort to take back the white house and
the nation conservatives and maga supporters must realize that there
are new rules the democrats big media soros and the deep state have
decided trump must be stopped at any cost morris reveals how to beat
the democrats and the radical left at their own game and getting
freedom loving americans to rise up for trump and our democracy morris
outlines the strategy for victory on three fronts make certain more legal
eligible voters cast ballots for republicans and that their votes are not
offset by a torrent of illegal ballots morris says a new group of trump
voters are emerging who will create a new majority the republican
candidate in 2024 will and must be donald j trump accept no substitutes
as morris explains florida governor ron desantis is not ready for prime
time the winning trump message the democrats will transform america
into a nation none of us will recognize by destroying social cultural
economic and political freedoms morris says time is short this election
really is critical with the results of the 2020 election everything pundits
knew or thought they knew is obsolete in this new era of massively
higher turnout read the return to find out how conservatives can take
advantage of the new rules to make america great again

The Making of a Racist 2016-08-09
this new york times bestseller set during the american revolution is an
exciting tale of love and war in the tradition of gone with the wind
chicago tribune a bustling port city charleston south carolina is the
crossroads of the american revolution supplies and weapons for the rebel
army being unloaded there and then smuggled north recently engaged to
the heir to a magnificent plantation celia garth watches all of this thrilling
activity from the window of the dressmaker s shop where she works
when the unthinkable occurs and the british capture and occupy
charleston bringing fiery retribution to the surrounding countryside celia
sees her world destroyed the rebel cause seems lost until the swamp fox
american general francis marion takes the fight to the british and one of



his daring young soldiers recruits celia to spy on the rebels behalf out of
the ashes of charleston and the carolina countryside will rise a new
nation and a love that will change celia garth forever

The Lion Within: A True Story Of Love,
Faith & Struggle 2018-02-14
morecambe and wise the most famous and best loved british comedy
double act of all time in this unique book eric morecambe s son gary
sheds new light on the comic geniuses who became the nation s best
friends gary reveals what it was like behind the scenes with touching and
hilarious stories of life in the morecambe and wise family homes along
with memories from eric s wife joan and his daughter and ernie s
goddaughter gail who has never written about her father before from a
working class music hall act in their early career to their show becoming
the nation s greatest tv entertainment from the late 1960s until the early
1980s eric and ernie were not just mass audience television stars but
national treasures whose popularity endures gary recalls conversations
with his dad and ernie that paints a vivid portrait of two men who loved
each other like brothers as well as bringing to life the major characters
who impacted morecambe and wise s lives gary s conversations with
high profile fans today from ben miller and bob golding to jonathan ross
and miranda hart provide a fascinating look at why morecambe and wise
remain so popular now their impact on today s most recognisable double
acts and how eric and ernie continue to be a part of so many families
christmas traditions sweet and funny touching and poignant these untold
stories and anecdotes let us get to know the two men who became the
biggest british comedy act of all time with the authority that only family
can this is the ultimate book for morecambe and wise fans celebrating
their days in the sunshine now and forever

The Return 2022-07-12
three ring circus offers an honest and entertaining behind the scenes
experience of large family missionary life from the perspective of a true
insiderone of the kids witness the most exciting aspects of eighteen
years of mission work in the philippinesa vibrant backdrop that includes
natural disasters terrorist organizations and culture shock meet a
growing family learn why the parents decided to become missionaries
and discover what led them to abandon birth control the journey is filled
with strange and amusing occurrences like a family debacle with



hepatitis spread via toothpaste and deals with complex emotions
including personal wrestling with the church more than anything the
story is transparent with open dialogue about the joyous and tragic alike
luke grays three ring circus lives up to its title for anyone considering a
move overseas this book is hilarious but its also a realistic look at the
opportunities and problems faced by americans who move offshore lukes
comments on a healthy marital physical relationship are alone worth the
price of the book enjoy john price author of the end of america a
delightful mosaic of story and insightentertaining enough that you are
unable to put it down and reflective enough that you are unable to read
without pondering your own journey daniel mccoy author of the atheists
fatal flaw three ring circus is a cross between eight is enough and the inn
of the sixth happiness full of family fun cross cultural contrasts and solid
purpose terese thonus ph d director for the university of kansas writing
center

Celia Garth 2014-05-20
shifting sands is a collection of short stories about relationships not only
between men and women but between families extended families and
even cultures most of the stories are rooted in the culture and traditions
of the nairs of kerala but any reader can identify with these well told
tales because the building blocks of all relationships are universal some
of the life situations central to the stories may not be acknowledged
much less talked about even in this liberal age but radha venuprasad
discusses them frankly and with sensitivity all the stories revolve around
strong people who are not afraid to be themselves there is renu who
decided to keep her love child but at what price there is shiva who
despite his commitment to his wife of many years and their children
found himself drawn towards and taking responsibility for a beleaguered
young woman then there is dhruva an affluent gifted doctor with a secret
aruna for whom the stars foretold a violent end and ammu markanday
and seema whose lives intermingle and turn conventions upside down
read also about anita whose tragic past intrudes into her idyllic present
about minikutty a chip off the old block and how gopala menon
unwittingly sets off a chain of events that shake the very foundations of
his ancient family when he lets a young writer live in a house on his
sprawling premises written in simple language shifting sands is an easy
read and is sure to engage the interest of anyone who picks it up



Forever in the Sunshine 2023-10-12
the young castellan by george manville fenn tells the story of the english
civil war in a way both young adults and older readers can enjoy this
riveting tale is about a man and his son and their experience of the war
excerpt see these spots o red rust master roy i would be blind as poor old
jenkin if i couldn t ben ay that you would sir poor old jenk close upon
ninety he be and that s another thing what do you mean said the boy
what do i mean sir why i mean as that s another thing as shows as old
england s wore out and rustin and moulderin away

Three Ring Circus 2014-11-19
the first american publication of the funniest thing to happen to
prehistory in a long time it is a truly fractured novel about a few months
in the life of an upwardly mobile pre invention of fire everyday cave
family

Shifting Sands 2017-07-10
rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid
publishing the weekly world news has been the world s only reliable news
source since 1979 the online hub weeklyworldnews com is a leading
entertainment news site

The Young Castellan: A Tale of the English
Civil War 2022-09-15
a vision gives purpose and energizes a broader vision is a compelling
glimpse into an energized and engaged life of 96 years based on a vision
of life that centered on family community and god it describes the world
of the 20th century with details of family life business and world events
in short stories and personal reflections john e burgener a physicist
entrepreneur writer photographer painter and world traveler has worn
many hats born in the midst of world war i john lived his teenage years in
the great depression in spite of difficult economic times he struggled to
attend university while at university during world war ii he was singled
out to solve control problems in aluminum production for airplane
manufacturing he married raised a family and at the end of the war
founded a successful international business that had an impact on the



world

The Evolution Man, Or, How I Ate My Father
1993
on the bicentenary of the publication of raja rammohun roy s precepts of
jesus r s sugirtharajah situates roy s compilation of the moral teachings
of jesus in its social cultural and political context and analyses the
hermeneutical issues it generated in doing so he documents the often
acrimonious exegetical exchanges between roy and the missionaries
over the standing and status of the bible their often differing
hermeneutical suppositions and strategies their contradictory consturals
of jesus and disputes about translations sugirtharajah addresses issues
such as the place of the precepts among earlier gospel harmonies roy s
use of the improved version a highly contentious unitarian bible and his
motives for translating his own hindu texts sugirtharajah also
demonstrates how roy s work was a precursor to de mythologization
which the west took up later and how roy s identification of jesus as an
asiatic and his idea of a moral union between father and son were
routinely reused by later indian writers an additional feature is a critical
look at thomas jefferson s the life and morals of jesus of nazareth which
appeared in the same year and which had a similar interpretative aim
and aspiration this volume also includes roy s precepts in full there have
been popular perceptions of roy as someone who strongly disapproved of
various christian doctrines and was highly rationalistic in his outlook
sugirtharajah demonstrates that roy was much more complex in his
writings his initial rationalistic energy and passion displayed in his
precepts gave way to something much more intuitively and emotionally
based which ironically did not disturb the foundations of christianity but
made them stronger and safer for christians sugirtharajah brings to the
fore a forgotten but significant work which raised important issues for
biblical studies and the power relations between colonized and colonizer
over the control of texts and interpretation he draws lessons from this
19th century colonial religious controversy for a postcolonial world where
religious texts are manipulated to provoke religious hatred and violence

The Cornhill Magazine 1871
all seven books in john broughton s jake conley mysteries now in one
volume elfrid s hole after jake conley regains consciousness from a coma
he discovers he s affected by synaesthesia and that his now cross wired



brain endows him with heightened psychic powers jake s research on the
northumbrian king aldfrith takes him to elfrid s hole in north yorkshire
where as legend relates the king sheltered after a bloody battle what
jake doesn t realize is that his investigation has unleashed a series of
deadly paranormal events in which jake himself becomes the prime
suspect red horse vale aftering discovering his newfound powers jake
conley has gotten himself in a world of trouble now after his cross wired
brain responds to psychometry in his childhood home he sees his mother
who had died young and decides to go on holiday to the cotswolds but
can he unravel the curse of the red horse vale memory of a falcon
entangled between the gods of the old world and an extremist group in
the new psychic jake conley is struggling to find a way to stop the zealots
when a conversion attempt leads jake s partner liffi to erect a heathen
temple to the old goddess freya the fanatics of woden s brethren are
furious as their retaliation sets a string of terrorist atrocities in motion
jake and liffi are saved by the old goddess but their differing philosophies
begin to drive them apart torn between ways old and new the two need
to find a way to use their new powers and bring down the enemy the
snape ring something mysterious is loose in the british museum and a
solution is needed something connects the events to malevolent forces
that menaces a realm beyond our own only one man has the power to
defeat this fearsome threat so the ministry of defence engages psychic
investigator jake conley to solve the mystery soon after he discovers
disturbing connections to the case including murder pinions of gold 674
ad werburgh great niece of the abbess of ely travels by night to save the
abbey s treasure under a wayside cross in the kingdom of lindsey a
cryptic inscription on the back indicates the location of the magnificent
treasure becoming a family heirloom the dove resurfaces at different
points in history only to be buried again later in the 1930 s a ghost of a
family member appears sparking off an investigation by psychic
investigator jake conley who is called in to solve the mystery together
with his wife he sets off on search for the legendary treasure and a trail
of deaths that seems to be following it the serpent wand a sinister
masonic templar organization the brotherhood of the wand is planning to
bring the world to its knees and create a dystopian one government
world the price 80 of the world s population to achieve this aim they are
planning to harness ley lines and other ancient earth energies to
reawaken the serpent a mythical creature known to early civilizations by
different names on the winter solstice an apocalyptic event is to take
place and the last line of defense against the evil organization is jake
conley a psychic investigator with powers of retrocognition shapeshifting
and intuition the beast of exmoor mi5 has a task for psychic investigator



jake conley operation black panther a mission to obtain dna from a beast
in exmoor meanwhile wealthy arms manufacturer dr aubrey drake and
the unhinged major lorimer infiltrate a top secret military research
station dreaming of creating the ultimate soldier soon jake and his
psychic powers are in their crosshairs the odds are stacked against jake
and he needs to tap into new areas of knowledge to defeat his enemies
but will it end in failure as it logically should or in a karmic payback

The Cornhill Magazine 1871
a moving tribute to the influence of a godly mentor faithful father as larry
crabb notes the best gift his father gave him was the knowledge that
whatever our story here on earth we are living out god s larger story to
his honor eternal glory

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE VOL. XXIII
JANUARY TO JUNE, 1871 1871
the lives of four people become intertwined in this story of unlawfulness
love and loyalty in the face of hardship punishment and despair

The Churchman 1889
about my book the story you are about to read is based on my life its a
true story i wanted to share it with others hoping it will make a difference
in their life after you read it you will see how i fit back with my faith by
helping others fight back as well how i was called a poor girl to heart
trouble kid but with my faith i was the richest girl in the world not money
wise but being blessed wise stories about some of my friends who fit
back with their lives and won about special people in my life who made a
difference you will see how miracles happen you will be amazed how
little things can make a difference and never give up on faith or your
dreams because this is one of mine

Weekly World News 1993-01-26
reg grundy is one of the most successful australian media and television
entrepreneurs of his generation he is also notoriously a private individual
here for the first time he tells his life story in his own words the book is
replete with the colourful and charming anecdotes about over 30 years in



australian television from the first days of broadcasting to his game
shows such as wheel of fortune and sale of the century to the dramas
that most australians will fondly remember including the restless years
the young doctors prisoner sons and daughters and the largest success
of all neighbours this is the full story behind the man behind the shows
reg grundy was always at the coalface and he certainly had a talent for
creating a winner but his was not always a midas touch there were
dizzying highs and terrifying lows during his career but in the end his
story is one of amazing determination risk taking salesmanship and
ingenuity

A Broader Vision 2014-01-09
granddads dictionary is a book of challenges questions and riddles to
individuals about themselves and about our civilization it invites the
reader to think unconventionally about morality politics and the meaning
of american tradition and experience the book is organized as reflections
on sixty five words but the reader will find the sum greater than its parts
it argues that optimism respect for all citizens and financial and moral
discipline can be the sources of a future far beyond our expectations but
this is not a recipe book it challenges readers to question conventional
wisdom and create their own personal and public policy recipes it
challenges us to look back to our origins and to look ahead to the
possibilities of the twenty first century granddad truly offers a unique
perspective with great clarity

The Brahmin and his Bible 2019-12-12
lies secrecy and deceptions are the rule for this child finding as she grew
older a twist of fate brought her the truth of her heritage and her death
plot having seven children and divorced she had to handle it all alone as
a single parent and poor the struggles were many and one guiding light
saved her there were dramatic psychic phenomena and glorious spiritual
guidance one son died in the military having to deal with death forgery
and slander through it all spiritual guidance was her strength

Jake Conley Mysteries Collection
2022-07-04
dr roy s everything grammar vol i is a basic level grammar book
sectioned into the different parts of english grammar each section has a



short teaching segment followed by a writing segment which includes a
critical thinking reasoning element this reasoning can be spoken in class
to reinforce the writing memory grammar can be boring this book was
designed by an esl english as a second language teacher in korea to help
his students the author plans to finish the second volume of this series
focusing on phrases clauses and punctuation in the near future he is also
planning a reading faster book for students while redesigning an old
grammar book dr paul r friesen made it into a 3 d experience the
challenge was to create a book that achieved three goals the first was to
strengthen the weaknesses i found in korean students writing the second
was to provide teachers with a better system to teach grammar the third
was to create a system through which a student would gain confidence to
speak he says 3 d teaching is not a commonly taught methodology but it
has been tested and its effectiveness has been proven it is an easy way
to teach and accelerates student learning

God of My Father 1996-05
an ambitious honest portrait of the black experience in flyover country
one of the st louis post dispatch s best books of 2020 black americans
have been among the hardest hit by the rapid deindustrialization and

My Father My Friend 2006-04-01
join award winning queer canadian author giselle renarde for a year s
worth of music and memories as we listen to songs from a variety of
genres giselle shares anecdotes about growing up in the 80s being a teen
of the 90s and listening to the radio on those long and lonely nights in
her first apartment accompany giselle on a musical journey as she
revisits the days of her youth through song from the introduction to play
it on my radio my name is giselle and i m your new best friend well
maybe not best friend a best friend usually listens in addition to talking
but that s not me what i will do is be here every day to share whichever
song pops into my head why what s the point well here s the thing i m a
writer it s a pretty lonely job over the years i ve become increasingly
socially isolated and you know what it sucks it sucks bad the truth of the
matter is that a lot of us are socially isolated these days and not just
older people younger ones too there are friendly visitor programs for
seniors but those of us under 65 are kind of lost at sea i speak from
experience if you need a no pressure visit every day let me be your
friendly visitor i ll bring a song whichever song pops into my head gets



stuck in my head or seems relevant to something that day as a person
with chronic depression music has helped me more than anything it s
magic i swear i hope my little musical visits will give you something to
look forward to every day because they ll certainly do that for me

Growing up with a Heart Defect and Faith
2009-12-30

Reg Grundy 2010-10-01

Granddad’S Dictionary 2014-04-07

Blood of My Father 2009-07-27

Dr. Roy's Everything Grammar Volume I
2013-11-01

Black in the Middle 2020-09-01

Play It On My Radio
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